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Thanks to all the speakers
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Low-level 

vs 

High-level
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Classical vs Quantum tagging

Top tagging using Tensor Network can be implement in both classical and 

quantum computers, with comparable performances
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Embed data in WF  

linear

[Jack Araz]



Transformers meet Particles

Transformers are new ML architectures that can be adapted to particle physics: 

they can encode pairwise information between particls
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JetClass: large data set that can be used for training and testing

[Conquiao Li]



Machines Learn symmetries

JetCLR: contrastive learning to implement (approximate) symmetries of jet 

events, e.g. permutation, translation, rotation invariance, IRC safety
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[Lorenz Vogel]



Machines Learn symmetries

LorentzNet: implement Lorentz invariance in the ML architecture
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[Jack Araz]



NAE for anomaly detection

Autoencoders (AE) automatically map the low-level structure into a reduced 

number of of high-level features
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[Luigi Favaro]

Normalised AE solve the known 

problems of AE in anomaly detection 



What is the latent space?
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Use machine learning to embed a 

multi-variate space in a lower 

dimensional space that returns the 

same features

New measure of signal 

efficiency that is robust with 

respect to ensemble variation, 

hence allowing meaningful 

comparison of performance of 

different anomaly detection 

algorithms

[Sang Eon Park]



Beyond jetty events: Shaper

N-jettines optimise the Energy Mover’s Distance (EMD) from N-particle events: 

what if our desired events have a shape?

13

[Rikab Gambhir]

The EMD returns new IRC safe 

observables, e.g. circleness
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N-jettines optimise the Energy Mover’s Distance (EMD) from N-particle events: 

what if our desired events have a shape?
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[Rikab Gambhir]

The EMD returns new IRC safe 

observables, e.g. circleness
Black-hole events?



EMD grooming with PIRANHA

EMD gives also a continuous grooming procedure

15

[Samuel Alipour-fard]



Boosting high-level with EFPs

Distance Correlation: the use of multiple Energy Flow Correlators (EFCs) 

brings the performance of a high-level tagger at the same level as low-level 

taggers, but with much fewer parameters
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[Ranit Das]



Variable radius

In hadronic decays of boosted particles, the 

separation of decay products depends critically 

on the particle’s transverse momentum
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[Anna Albrecht]



Variable radius

In hadronic decays of boosted particles, the 

separation of decay products depends critically 

on the particle’s transverse momentum
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Can we devise a unified 

strategy for 2-body and 3-body 

decays?

[Anna Albrecht]



Including colour in the game

According to their colour, particles leave different imprints in their 

surroundings: consider colour sensitive high-level observables

Primary Lund plane CNN

Pull vector

Colour ring

Particle correlations
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The primary Lund plan is an extremely powerful discriminator

[Alberto  Rescia]



Precision brings 

understanding
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Lund jet multiplicity

The theoretical description of the Cambridge/Aachen subjet multiplicity is 

crucial for the interpretation of Lund plane analyses
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[Rok Medves]

These theoretical predictions can be 

validated against existing LEP data. 

Hopefully, an analogous measurement 

will be performed at the LHC



Angularities at NLL accuracy…

Z+jet and dijet events offer unique opportunities to study jet angularities

Good agreement with q- and g- enriched samples provided by CMS
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[Daniel Reichelt]



… and at NNLL accuracy

Soft-drop additive observables can be 

also resummed at NNLL accuracy

23

[Jack Heliwell]

Considerable reduction of uncertainties from NLL to NNLL: can we extract     ?



NP corrections to soft-drop mass

The soft-drop mass distribution is affected by NP corrections of various origin

24

[Anna Ferdinand]

Extract different coefficient 

from Monte-Carlo event 

generators



NP corrections to soft-drop mass

The soft-drop mass distribution is affected by NP corrections of various origin
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[Anna Ferdinand]

Extract different coefficient 

from Monte-Carlo event 

generators

universality Casimir scaling?



Strong coupling with soft drop

Simultaneous fit of the strong coupling and NP parameters for the soft-drop 

mass distribution gives promising sensitivity to 

26

[Hofie Hannesdottir]



Statistical separation of q/g

Separation of quark and gluon jets is crucial for precise determinations of the 

strong coupling with the soft-drop jet mass
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Use statistical methods (topics) and 

ML to probabilistically extract the 

fraction of quark and gluon jets 

Question: can we use IRC safe b-jets 

as pure quark samples?

[Matt LeBlanc]



Gluon radiation in a medium

Evolution equation for fragmentation functions in a medium 
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[Adam Tacacs]



Medium anisotropies

Evolution equations for jet quenching can be modified to account for 

anisotropies in the medium: can we observe them experimentally?
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[Xoan Mayo Lopez]



Flavour matters
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What is the flavour of a jet?

The flavour of a jet is unambiguously defined only in the UV: all IR definitions 

will be subject to misidentifications 

31

[Simone Marzani]

Practical proposal: net flavour of the particles lying on the WTA axis: collinear 

unsafe but energy scaling is calculable, and in good agreement with MC



New IRC safe jet flavour?

New proposal of an IRC safe jet-flavour algorithm that returns anti-kt jet

32

[Giovanni Stagnitto]

The algorithm passes non-trivial fixed-order 

tests: all-order proof of IRC safety?



New features of old algorithms

JADE algorithm gives an IRC safe 

determination of jet flavour

SIFT, based on Geneva-like distance 

measure, has excellent tagging 

properties in the boosted regime

Both are rIRC unsafe: impact?
33

[Simone Marzani]

[Joel Walker]



Energy 

correlators
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Basic energy correlators

Energy-weighted correlators are fundamental measures of the energy flow
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Their scaling properties should be 

tested against data

[Bianka Mecai]



Correlators with heavy quarks

The mass of a heavy quark results in a smaller formation time, rapid onset of 

hadronisation regime at small angles

36

[Kyle Lee]



Correlations in heavy ions

Two point energy correlators can be used to distinguish between different 

regimes for gluon radiation in heavy-ion collisions
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[Carlota Andres]



Celestial non-gaussianities

Higher point correlators sensitive to the shape of the triangle formed by the 

three particles, analogous to non-gaussianity in the early universe

38

[Hao Chen]



EECs for EW and top jets

One-point energy correlator for W jets allows 

discrimination between L and R Ws
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Three-point energy correlator is 

sensitive to the top mass
[Marc Riembeau Saperas] [Jack Holguin]



Track functions beyond LO

Evolution equation for track functions at NLO is crucial for the development of 

NNLL-accurate parton shower event generators

40

Problem: energy correlators are difficult to 

measure on individual particles: use tracks

[Yibei Li]



Concluding remarks

The last two years have seen many exciting developments in the 

understanding of boosted events

Machine learning: fruitful competition between low- and high-level taggers is 

leading to a deeper understanding of the boosted latent space

Precision: NNLL is now the state-of the art of calculation of boosted jet 

observables

Flavour: novel definitions of jet flavour for precision and taggin

EECs: a new avenue for the investigation of the internal structure of jets
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Outlook

Following a consolidated tradition, I also share my expectations for the next 

BOOST conference

New development in ML techniques driven by physics of boosted objects

Measurement of b-jet observables with IRC safe definition of jet flavour, and 

corresponding theoretical predictions

Competitive determination of       using the soft-drop jet mass 

Measurements of EECs in boosted jets using tracks, and comparison with 

theoretical predictions
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Thank you for your attention

and 

Boostemos!


